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Anton Tedesko (Courtesy of Princeton University 
Tedesko Archive)

U.S. Air Force Hanger, Rapid City, South Dakota (1948). With a 
clear span of 340 feet, it was the longest thin-shell concrete roof in 
the world. Its stiffening arches restrained by heavy buttresses follow a 
catenary. (Courtesy of Princeton University Tedesko Archive)

It’s rare when history can attribute to one 
person the introduction of a new and 
useful engineering idea or concept to 

a whole country. Structural engineer Anton 
Tedesko was one of those people. He single-
handily launched construction of thin-shell 
structures in the United States, during the 
Great Depression when new building activity 
was at a historic low. It was an achievement 
that dramatically revolutionized long-span 
roof construction in the Western Hemisphere. 
For it, he earned the title, “Father of thin-shell 
concrete construction in America.” 
Tedesko didn’t just bring thin shell expertise 

from Germany to America, he developed its 
technology much further, producing new 
shell forms and types. According to David 
Billington and Eric Hines in Anton Tedesko and 
the Introduction of Thin Shell Concrete Roofs in 
the United States (ASCE Journal of Structural 
Engineering, Nov. 2004), “The United States 
lays claim to two major innovations in the 
design and construction of thin shell concrete 
roof structures. They are the wide-spanning 
short barrel shell and the rib-less shell. 
These innovations were led by one engineer 
[Tedesko] with energy, enthusiasm and 
substantial technical competence.” 
Between 1932 – when he immigrated to 

America permanently – and 1950, Tedesko 
designed 60-some notable concrete shell 
roofs, covering several million square feet 
of space. During that period, he was easily 
the most dominant figure in the design and 
construction of such futuristic structures in 
the U.S.

Anton was born in Germany on May 25, 
1903, to Austrian parents – Victor and Alice 
(Weiss) Tedesko. His father was a chemist for 
a large Austrian Paper Company and Anton’s 
early youth and school years were spent in 
the area of Vienna, Austria. He attended high 
school in Wiener Neustadt, and then entered 
the Institute of Technology in Vienna (ITV). 
After graduating with a civil engineering de-

gree from ITV in 1926, and a brief stint with a 
construction group in Vienna, the adventure-
some Austrian embarked on a two-year trip 
to the U.S. where he worked doing structural 
steel detailing and design – and spent time 
touring as much of America as he could. 
In 1929, he returned to Austria to be an 

assistant to Ernest Melan, a prominent ITV 
professor whose expertise was in the design 
and construction of steel structures. 
After receiving a Diploma Engineering 

Degree from the Technology University in 
Berlin in 1930, Tedesko joined Dyckerhoff 
and Widmann (D&W), a well-established 
design-build firm in Wiesbaden-Biebrich, 
Germany. It was a pioneer in the engineering 
and constructing cutting-edge concrete struc-
tures – buildings, bridges, dams and tunnels. 
In the 1920s, the company got involved with 
thin-shell roof construction – and became 
the breeding ground for a remarkable group 
of structural engineers developing thin-shell 
design theory.
D&W teamed with Walter Bauersfeld 

(1879-1959), who had developed the famous 
cupola dome for the Zeiss Planetarium in 
Germany, to create concrete thin shells using 
Bauerfeld’s steel framework – a structural sys-

tem that Buckminster Fuller 
reinvented 30-plus years 
later as the geodesic dome.  
Bauersfeld’s framework served 
as stay-in-place formwork and 
reinforcement for a concrete 
membrane placed by gunit-
ing. D&W and Bauersfeld ob-
tained several patents on the 
process.
Two senior and world- 

renowned engineers  the 
young Tedesko worked under 
while at D&W were Franz  
Dischinger (1887-1953) and 

Ulrich Finsterwalder (1897-1989). He also 
teamed with the emerging genius Hubert 
Rusch (1903-1979) on several state-of-the-
art projects. The four remained friends for 
life, exchanging the latest, greatest advance-
ments in the structural field throughout their 
careers. In 1988, an 84-year-old Tedesko and 
90-year-old Finsterwalder even teamed to-
gether for a design competition to replace the 
Williamsburg Bridge in New York City. 
When Tedesko first joined D&W, it was 

just completing the firm’s first large-scale 
barrel vault – the Market Hall in Frankfurt,  
Germany in 1927-29. He personally worked 
on the design of two other large shells – one 
for a large wholesale market in Budapest, 
Hungary, and the other for a salt storage  
hall in Tertre, Belgium. The 1930 Tertre  
shell became the prototype for many subse-
quent structures. 
In 1932, after Tedesko had been with D&W 

for two years, its executives decided to send 
him to the U.S. to introduce thin-shell 
construction to America, hoping to profit 
from some of its thin-shell patents. One of 
the reasons he was selected to represent the 
firm, in addition to his knowledge of thin 
shells, was because he had previously spent 
time in the U.S. – and he was familiar with 
the country and its construction practices. 
Plus he was a close friend with John Kalinka, 
an older fellow Austrian from Vienna with 
whom he had lived and worked on his previous 
stint in the U.S., and Kalinka was high up in 
the Chicago consulting engineering firm of 
Roberts and Schaefer (R&S), the very firm 
D&W wanted to team up with. 
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the Budd Manufacturing Plant in Philmont,  
Pennsylvania in 1943.
After the war, Tedesko returned to Chicago 

as structural manager of R&S’s operations 
in Chicago. There, he designed massive air-
craft hangars for the Air Force in Rapid City, 
South Dakota and Limestone, Maine, both 
completed in 1948. With an arch span of 340 
feet, the two nearly identical hangars were the 
largest barrel shells in the world. In 1952, he 
completed the Denver, Colorado, Municipal 
Coliseum, which in many ways was an up-
dated version of his earlier Hershey Arena.
From 1956 to 1967, Tedesko was vice-

president of R&S’s New York office where he 
worked with leading architects like Minoru 
Yamasaki and I.M. Pei. Noteworthy shell 
structures he designed for them included the 
international airport terminal in St. Louis, 
Missouri, for Yamasaki in 1954, and the May 
D&F hyperbolic paraboloid (H-P) canopy 
in Denver, Colorado, for Pei in 1959. The 
spectacular Denver shell was the largest span 
H-P in the world, and the St. Louis Terminal 
featured an innovative three-unit groined 
shell vault.    
During this period, one of the more im-

pressive non-thin-shell projects Tedesko en-
gineered was the Vehicle Assembly Building 
(VAB), at Cape Canaveral. It was built for as-
sembling Saturn space vehicles and was, based 
on volume, the largest building in the world 
when completed in 1966. Its space frame 
structure consisted of 100,000 tons of steel 
composite with light-weight concrete slabs.
As reported by Jorg Schlaich in Structural 

Engineering International (2004), “Tedesco 
considered the VAB to be the prime 
satisfaction of his life as an engineer.” VAB 
was awarded the 1966 Outstanding Civil 
Engineering Achievement Award by the 
American Society of Civil Engineers.
In 1967, Tedesko founded his own engineer-

ing company, providing consulting services to 
architects, governmental agencies, contractors 
and other engineers. He continued to provide 
services to the U.S. Air Force, as a trouble-
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Denver Coliseum, Colorado (1952). An elegant 
refinement of the Hershey Sports Arena, the 
long-span thin-shell roof incorporated many of 
the structural improvements developed earlier for 
large U.S. Air Force hangers. (Courtesy of Richard 
Weingardt Consultants, Inc.)

St. Louis International Airport Terminal (1954). 
Groined vault roof stiffened by cross arches and 
thickened edge ribs. (Courtesy of Princeton 
University Tedesko Archive)

The 29-year-old Tedesko’s main concerns 
regarding the feasibility of thin shells in the 
U.S. were summarized in an early letter to 
Kalinka,” Our [D&W’s] engineers don’t un-
derstand the American business standpoint 
that one can only have employees which bring 
‘direct results’ to the firm. I wrote you earlier 
that a few of our people do mostly theoreti-
cal work for which an American firm would 
not pay them. For this reason, there are also 
no notable advances in theory coming out of 
the U.S. firms. I know that you stand in a 
difficult position with relation to your ‘busi-
ness men,’ but you must make clear to them 
that shell construction will from time to time 
demand expenditures which do not bring  
immediate results.”
The Depression had slowed American 

construction to a snail’s pace and, though the 
D&W-R&S combine made many designs, 
few structures were built. The Tedesko-led 
team’s first actual commercial thin-shell 
project in the U.S. was a small circular-barrel 
roof for the Brook Hill Farm Dairy Barn, a 
temporary structure for the 1933 Chicago 
World’s Fair. 
The first permanent concrete thin-shell 

structure built from Tedesko’s designs was the 
Hayden Planetarium in New York (1934). By 
then, the German firm had given up on doing 
business in the U.S., and Tedesko, electing to 
stay, joined R&S full time. Not small in both 
decisions was Hitler and the Nazis’ rise to 
power in Germany along with considerable 
unrest in Europe – and the threat of war.
Shortly after Tedesko became an employee 

of R&S, the Hershey Chocolate Company 
approached the firm. It wanted to build a 
shell structure for a sports arena in its home-
town of Hershey, Pennsylvania. Tedesko at 
33 became the designer, organizer, decision-
maker and construction supervisor. When 
completed in 1936, the Hershey Sports Arena 
was the longest-span concrete thin-shell bar-
rel roof structure in the world. Its 3.5-inch-
thick concrete vaults had stiffening ribs ev-
ery 39 feet. Publicity relating to the Hershey 

Arena opened doors for R&S building other 
shell structures.
When he was 35 years old, the carefree 

bachelor changed his lifestyle and married 
Sally Murray, a union that would last 56 years. 
He became a U.S. citizen later the same year. 
The Tedeskos had two children – Peter (born 
in 1943) and Suzanne (born in 1945). Peter 
became an electrical engineer and marketing 
manager with Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation, and Suzanne became a free-
lance writer and a producer of documentaries, 
often for public television.
Hershey proved to be the icebreaker for thin 

shell construction in the Americas. More shell 
projects rapidly started surfacing. Notable 
among the more prominent of them were 
R&S’s elliptic rotational shells for a water 
filter plant in Hibbing, Minnesota (1939), 
and the cupola for the McAlister Audito-
rium of Tulane University in New Orleans 
(1939), a thin shell concrete dome support-
ed at eight points. The architect, however, 
hung a ceiling from the shell, concealing its  
structural system.
Tedesko commented, “The architects of 

those days chose shells only when they could 
be built for less money than the conventional 
steel structure, and especially when the owner 
could be persuaded that in using a shell there 
was some advantage from the standpoint of 
fire safety. Labor to material cost relationships 
in America were different from those in Eu-
rope. Low cost labor, which makes possible 
economical construction of thin shells in 
Mexico, is simply not available in New York. 
As a result, American shells are different from 
their foreign counterparts, with the designs 
emphasizing labor savings at the expense of 
additional materials.”
One segment of the U.S. that found thin 

shells particularly appealing was the U.S. gov-
ernment. Prior to Pearl Harbor and the U.S.’s 
subsequent entry into WWII, Tedesko built 
several notable shell facilities for the Armed 
Forces – seaplane hangers for the Air Force 
at North Island in San Diego, California; a 
major warehouse for the Army in Columbus, 
Ohio; and a state-of-the-art hangar for the 
Signal Corps in Dayton, Ohio.
During World War II, Tedesko was put 

in charge of R&S’s Washington, DC, of-
fice. Because thin shell concrete structures 
used a minimum of scarce strategic materi-
als and were built using industrial produc-
tion methods, the U.S. Army, Navy and 
Air Force became even bigger customers for 
Tedesko’s long-span concrete designs, and 
R&S designed numerous projects for them 
– hangars, shops, garages, etc. A major non-
military structure the Tedesko-led company 
designed during the hectic war years was 
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University. He was the first recipient 
of the International Award of Merit 
in Structural Engineering from 
IABSE – and the recipient of ACI’s 
Lindau Award, Turner Medal and 
Boase Award in recognition of his 
pioneering work in the field of shell 
structures and innovative long-span 
structures. 
Representative of Tedesko’s many 

writings on shell design were pa-
pers like “Wide-span hangers for 
the U.S. Navy” (Civil Engineering, 

1941), “Shell at Denver: Hyperbolic Parabo-
loidal Structure of Wide Span” (ACI Journal, 
1960), “Multiple ribless shells” (ASCE Struc-
tural Journal, 1961), and “Shells 1970: His-
tory and Outlook” (ACI Proceedings, 1971). 
Many of his technical papers and such 

works as “The Engineer’s Personality and 
the Influence it has on his Work” (Concrete 
International, 1982), were sprinkled with 
urbane insights and philosophical messages, 
an outgrowth of the broad education and 
training he experienced in the cultivated 
Vienna of his youth. 
A much-in-demand lecturer, Tedesko made 

numerous presentations, over his life, to a wide 
array of engineering groups and university 
students, both in the U.S. and internationally. 
Many insightful comments he made about 
the profession in his later years still resonate 
with today’s engineering students, educators 
and practitioners. Among these are: 

• “Young engineers are often perfect in  
  using computers, but they don’t know  
  where to put the comma. It’s not the  
  computer that produces ideas. Let us not  
  throw away the pencil and the slide- 
  rule.” (1967)

• “The engineer, I feel, is unjustly blamed  
  for many of our ills today. But if one  
  does things, one is bound to make some  
  mistakes. An easy way to avoid mistakes  
  and criticism is to do nothing.” (1973)

• “There is little excuse today for a least- 
  expensive solution to look ugly, and for  
  defending clumsy and substandard  
  appearance by claiming that it was the  
  necessary result of economy.” (1976)

• “Even in working with architects of  
  prestige the engineer must stand firm,  
  making it clear as to what can be done  
  and what should not be done.” (1980)

• “Structural engineering at its best is an  
  art form, parallel to and independent of  
  architecture and sculpture.” (1982)

• “A myth exists that engineering is only  
  that which can be calculated. There may  
  be certain beauty in analysis, but it may  
  well not be connected with reality.  
  Qualitative judgment, based on experi- 
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May D&F Entrance Canopy, Denver, Colorado (1959). The 
world’s longest span hyperbolic paraboloid thin-shell. 
(Courtesy of Princeton University Tedesko Archive)

shooter and expert for new construction and 
renovation. He also designed buildings for 
numerous other clients, two of his more sig-
nificant such designs being the 35-story Jef-
ferson Standard First Union National Bank 
Building in Charlotte, North Carolina, and 
the Gorgas Hospital rebuild, after the 1968 
earthquake, at the Panama Canal.
He also was senior consultant for:
• The Chicago Urban Transportation  

  District, reviewing long-range mass  
  transportation proposals.

• The enlargement of Quebec City  
  Coliseum in Canada.

• The structural rehabilitation of the  
  War College Building at Fort McNair  
  for the Corps of Engineers.
His expert witness/investigation work 

included being:
• One of three referees deciding a case  

  concerning the 1981 collapse of a major  
  pipeline in North Dakota.

• The main structural expert in the  
  collapse of a cooling tower in  
  West Virginia.

• The chief investigator on a concrete  
  dome collapse lawsuit in Iowa. 
Through out his career, Tedesko was actively 

involved in leadership roles with numerous 
professional organizations. He was on the 
Board of Directors of the American Concrete 
Institute (ACI) and the Board of Direction 
of the American Society of Civil Engineers 
(ASCE), as well as the executive commit-
tee of the Reinforced Concrete Research  
Council. For eight years he served as the first 
chairman of ACI’s committee on concrete  
shell practice. He was U.S. delegate on the 
Permanent Committee of the International 
Association for Bridge and Structural Engi-
neering (IABSE). 
He was an honorary member in ASCE, 

ACI and the International Association for 
Shell and Spatial Structures, a life member of 
the Society of American Military Engineers, 
and a member of the National Academy  
of Engineers.
He was awarded honorary doctorates 

from the University of Vienna and Lehigh 

  ence, is important, even when it cannot  
  be expressed in exact numbers.” (1990)
In his latter years, Tedesko and his wife 

moved west to Washington, where their 
daughter Suzanne resided, but he didn’t of-
ficially retire. Said their son Peter, “From my 
perspective, my father never considered him-
self ‘retired.’ He kept up his contacts until he 
passed away. He gave advice, frequently by 
the phone, to many engineers who called him 
with ‘sticky’ situations.”
Tedesko passed away on April 2, 1994, in 

Seattle. He was 90.
When his daughter Suzanne traveled to 

Austria in 1994 to accept a posthumous 
award to her father from his university 
in Vienna , she stopped off in the nearby 
village of Weiner Neustadt where her father 
grew up. Said Suzanne, “My father was very 
interested in trains as a teenager and had a 
large model outdoor train. He built concrete 
trestles in the yard of my grandparent’s house 
for the trains to run on. When I visited the 
old home-site, the trestles were still in great 
condition. They were probably his earliest 
concrete structure.”

Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB), Kennedy Space 
Center at Cape Canaveral (1966). By volume, 
 the world’s largest building at its opening.  
(Courtesy of NASA – National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration)
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In 1998, IABSE established a prestigious 
award program in his name – the Anton 
Tedesko Medal – to honor outstanding 
structural engineers from around the world. 
Awardees reflect Tedesko’s traits as a great 
engineer and communicator.▪
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